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Geoffrey Wagner
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ON KENNER'S WYNDHAM LEWIS 1

"
A

I

Hugh Kenner is alway.s interesting-perhaps
provocative would be the better word-and he has followed his study of the poetry of Ezra Pound with a
needed ~ssay on Wyndham Lewis. Admirable in intention this
essay is extremely limited, however. It considers ~ewis's literary
achievement-less any mention of the reception of his works (the
castigations his political books got in the 1920'S being dismissed
as "sensationally good reviews")-and it charitably avoids reference to his comparative importance.
"
Lewis is the English representative of contemporary neo-classicism. Nearly all his criticism may be found in French predecessors
like Massis, Seilliere, Fernandez, Lasserre, to some extent Mau~
ras, and especially Benda.-What is valuable is that Lewis gives a
fictional infterpretation of this anti-romanticism which we do n<?t
find in Fra!1ce, partly because, on one hand, the great French writers of this :century have raised themselves above immediate partisanship {already in Jean Barois Roger Martin du Gard shows
an enviably "classical" detachment on this score) , and partly because, on the other ltand, the French neo-classical critics were not
great writers. Benda's early n~vel L'Ordination, first serialized in
Peguy's Cahiers, for instance, contains that same typi~lly neoclassical anti-feminism we find in TDIfT, but in Lewis's work it is
integrated in a far more fascinat~ng way. On the creative side of
the movement Lewis shol;1ld be compared with three German
contemporaries, Paul Ernst; Wilhelm von Scholz, and Samuel
Lublinski, while his aesthetic derives from Werringer, 'Lipps,
and slightly from T. E. Hulme. When one is aware of the extraordinary similarity of views in all these writ.ers.-despite their inS A CRITIC
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temecine distinctions of race, religion, and so on, and despite
their occasionally'expressed cOluempt of each other-one I must
regard as a serious criticism of a work on Wyndham Lewis that it
dqes not include a single.rone of these names in its index, while
~ie philosophical roots of these neo-classical controversialists, in
Cbmte, de Maistre, and Toussenel on the French side, are completely ignored.
For it is hardly in the interests of a general public that Kenner
has excluded any consideration of Lewis's real position in contemporary lit~rature. His book bristles with trouvailles of the
most earnest nature; one character is "an especially schematized
paradigm," another has "the four-square end-stopped nihilism
of a Senecan hero," yet others are "prototypes for the.bl-eakest of
.the artist-allotropes." Trouvailles these are .indeed, for Kenner's
.prose glitters with French mots (I fremish to conceive what might
happen to the style of certain avant-garde bellelettrists if they
were made to assist at some frequentations with Shakespeare).
As a result, the best part of this study deals.with Lewis's syntax;
the most pretentious passages are those concerned with "Polemics." This latter section simply does not hanl together-partly,
one cannot help feeling, out of ignoranc~ of the background.
Lewis's fine pamphlet on art, The C.aliph's Design (1919), is not
quite grasped, or at least the Vorticistpositlon is reduced to a
point of naivete in graphic mattetf...,1 do not feel that the classical
principle of. the Not-Self is understood via Lewis, while Kenner's
two sections dealing with the attack on Time politely shelve the
targets of attack. Opposing philosophies are ducked and the chapter on "Eye and Ear" seems to me to miss the burden of the JoyceCewis controversy. Kenner properly nbtes, the use of the monologue intcrieur in The A pes 01 God but ~ppears surprised th$reby, since it is "a method that Lewis has always noisily disowned."
The truth is that Lewis relegates this meth~ ("fiction from the
inside") tfrthe thought-streams of the very young, the very aged,
half-wits a!a~nimals. The Apes exemplifies these strictures. Kenner gives a p~ing nod at Cartesian theory, as ,if we were all fac
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miliar with the intricacies of this, but he fails to show how dose
Lewis's "art of laughter" comes to Cartesian animal-automatism,
especially as found in the later La Mettrie. When historical answers to the philosophical questions- involved become too pressing, in fact, the critic backs into extensive quotation. But I should if
add that there are fbur brilliant pages on Lewis's recent The
W.riter and the Absolute and that the general position is often
deftly summarized: "The polemics exalt a rhetorical kind of
knowing over a gra~p, in depth, of what there is to know."
In analyzing the 'fiction Kenner seems to me far more successful, although I disagree with many of his opinions. Because of his
sensitivity to the texture of prose he is able to contribute some invigorating ideas on Lewis's early play, The Enemy of the Stars an
English Ubut Roi as he suggestively depicts it (I am glad he has
now dropped Lewis's own ugly notion that Joyce borrowed heavi.
ly from this play for the Circe episOde of Ulysses). TarrJ a really
important novel, is less ade~ately dealt with; it is true that the
Lewisian hero excommunicates his past, but it is not true that
Kreisler "arrives out of nowhere." He goes nowhere, indeed, but
he is a prophetic character who should have warned his creator,
as V. S. Pritchett noted, of the lethal aspect of his Teutonic roots.
The Apes of God and the contorted fragment The Childermass
seem to interest Kenner less than the later novels, or perhaps, as
he himself puts it so well, "the brilliant accumulations of words
yield glimpses of the novel Wyndham Lewis never wrote." After
The Apes Kenner finds Snooty Baronet "much slicker," though
the quotation adduced in support of this statement is a stylistic
parody; in the same way the essential parody of Lewis's long
poem One-Way Song is miss~~, for the One-Ways are "progressive" dolts who can only, like the Futurists, see forWards. For
Kenner The Revenge for Love is Lewis's greatest work; he caUs
it a "masterpiece" on three occasions.
It is this critical breathing doWn o~'s neck that l~ads one to
suspect that all the dexterous explication rests really on flimsy
foundations. It would not be
incumbent on
one to mention this
I
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if Kenn~r did not pretend so plaus.ibiy to the academic parapher- ..
nalia-he reeks of reworkings, "redactions," manusctipt titles,
and so on. Yet despite its air of research, this studYlis very weak in::-N .~~~
scholarship. For example, Kenner opens by giving us Ford's ac~...;i-=·'--~
co~nt of Lewis's presentat!iot}~f an early story; but surely he owes

~::~SQ~O;;:':~~:. ~~~::g.i~~: a~~:~e~~:n~::r:

r

Handley-Read's "Chronological Outline" in The .4w-ot1 Wyndham
Lewis. Yet, although we read in the provenance to this out)
1
liqe, by Handley-Read tha~' the details therein have all bef;n
"c~ecked by reference to actual copies of the books, folios,~ or
journals," I was able without much difficulty to. note six errors in
two pages. Moreover, the dates given by Handley-Read for ''l:~ '. ""~
Lewis's attendance at the Slade School of Art, no doubt taken .'\\\~,~'
from Lewis himself, were found on checking with that school to
'•.:J.; ':. be totally incorrect (considerably advancedl). Exasperating as
all this may be, it is not nearly so serious a critical flaw as. describing, as Kenner does, Lewis's Count YOUT Dead (1937) ,as a "peace
pamphlet." It is, of course, exactly the term Lewis himself uses,
."
in Rude Assignment (1950), to describe this work which suggests, among other things, that English democracy is a semi'-soviet
tyranny, which.calls Hitler's manners of the time "diplomatically
impeccable," and claims that in the U.S.A. the Hearst Press alone
gives the truth.
Without the smallest interest in the right or wrong of these
views, the contemporary scholar must still be concerned with any
attempt to falsify the documents, all the more so as this appears
to be proceeding in England on a considerable scale (compare
Alan Clutton-Brock's correspondence in The Times Literary
St41Jplement recently on Sir Herbert Read's reversal of opinions
concerning Communism. or Spender's, similar effort: to rewrite
his past lately). Thus Kenner shrugs off any idea of anti-Semitism
in Lewis's canon and is generosity itself about Men lVithout
Ifrt, where the biliously jealOlI8 attack on T. S. Eliot was, of
course~ just a'huge joke «(or a note of dissent in this connection
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